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Operation Passage To Freedom The
Operation Passage to Freedom was a term used by the United States Navy to describe the propaganda effort and the assistance in transporting in 1954–55 310,000 Vietnamese civilians, soldiers and non-Vietnamese members of the French Army from communist North Vietnam (the Democratic Republic of Vietnam) to monarchical South Vietnam (the State of Vietnam, later to become the Republic of Vietnam). The French and other countries may have
transported a further 500,000.
Operation Passage to Freedom - Wikipedia
August 1, 1954. Catholic refugees fleeing Communist territory pull alongside a French vessel that will transport them South, circa 1954. (National Archives) The Geneva Accords establish a ten-month period of free movement between the two regroupment zones. In Operation PASSAGE TO FREEDOM, which last for nine months, more than 100 U.S. Navy and military Sea Transportation Service ships evacuate approximately 311,000 refugees, 69,000 tons
of cargo, and 8,000 vehicles from Communist North ...
Operation PASSAGE TO FREEDOM - VietnamWar50th
Operation Passage to Freedom: The United States Navy in Vietnam, 1954-1955 (Modern Southeast Asia) 1st Edition by Ronald Frankum Jr. (Author) 4.6 out of 5 stars 5 ratings
Amazon.com: Operation Passage to Freedom: The United ...
In the wake of France’s 1954 defeat in Vietnam, the U.S. and France transported and resettled around one million Vietnamese Catholics from their ancestral homes in northern Vietnam to the southern Vietnam, where they were dropped off with few resources. The relocation was called “Operation Passage to Freedom.”
Vietnam's 'Operation Passage to Freedom' Proved the ...
CIA’s black warfare and the Navy’s Operation Passage to Freedom Col. Edward Lansdale, chief of the CIA's Saigon Military Mission, was the genius cowboy who skirted the rules to achieve just goals;...
CIA’s black warfare and the Navy’s Operation Passage to ...
Operation Passage to Freedom was the term used by the United States Navy to describe its transportation in 1954–55 of 310,000 Vietnamese civilians, soldiers and non-Vietnamese members of the French Army from communist North Vietnam (the Democratic Republic of Vietnam) to South Vietnam (the State of Vietnam, later to become the Republic of Vietnam).
Operation Passage to Freedom | Military Wiki | Fandom
Operation Passage to Freedom: The United States Navy in Vietnam, 1954-1955 by Ronald B. Frankum Jr. Texas Tech University Press, Lubbock, 2007, hardcover $40 . The July 1954 Geneva Accords that ended the Indochina War of 1946-1954 provided for the temporary division of Vietnam along the 17th Parallel.
Vietnam Book Review: Operation Passage to Freedom
Acting under the terms of the Indochina accords of 1954, the USN and USMC assisted in the relocation of civilians and materiel from North to South Vietnam. Over the course of operation `Passage to Freedom, over 310,000 civilians, 88,000 tons of cargo, and 8,100 vehicles were transported. The operation involved 109 ships and craft, 59 of which were from the amphibious forces.
Operation Passage To Freedom - ussskagit.org
The article on Operation Passage to Freedom states: Between 600,000 and one million northerners moved south, while between 14,000 and 45,000 civilians and approximately 100,000 Viet Minh fighters moved in the opposite direction.
Vietnam's 300 Days of Open Borders: Operation Passage to ...
1954 Vietnam Exodus Operation "Passage to Freedom" The Geneva Conference (April 26 – July 20, 1954). These agreements separated Vietnam into two zones, which would be divided at the 17th Parallel.
Refugee Camps
Operation Passage to Freedom The original decisions made about the splitting and reunification of Vietnam during the Geneva Conference allowed for a 300-day grace period during which people could move freely between north and south Vietnam. Partition would become final on May 18, 1954.
1954: Operation Passage to Freedom Begins After the Geneva ...
Inset, Lieutenant (jg) Thomas Dooley supervises a water purification tank at a Vietnamese refugee camp near Haiphong during Operation Passage to Freedom. 3 “they off-loaded the body in a casket...
Passage to Freedom to the Fall of Saigon
Vietnam was partitioned at the 17th parallel on 21 July 1954 with the signing of the Geneva Accords. During the following three hundred days, between 600,000 and one million Vietnamese civilians traveled from North Vietnam to South Vietnam. Three hundred thousand of these individuals were transported in the United States Navy's evacuation efforts, dubbed Operation Passage to Freedom.
"Selling "Operation Passage to Freedom": Dr. Thomas Dooley ...
Hanoi and Haiphong remained free zones until May 1955. In August 1954, Dooley transferred to Task Force Ninety, a unit participating in the evacuation of over 600,000 North Vietnamese known as Operation Passage to Freedom. Here he served as a French interpreter and medical officer for a Preventative Medicine Unit in Haiphong.
Thomas Anthony Dooley III - Wikipedia
Passage to Freedom was a humanitarian operation, but it was also a political and military one. Almost a million northern Vietnamese migrated south in 1954–1955, and about two-thirds of the...
Book Excerpt: In ‘Enlisting Faith,’ the Navy Takes ...
Operation Passage to Freedom: The United States Navy in Vietnam, 1954-1955 (Modern Southeast Asia)
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Operation Passage to Freedom ...
The tragedy of the Vietnam refugee experience. Details of human suffering and salvation. Remembering the Vietnamese exodus. 1954 Vietnam Exodus Operation 'Passage to Freedom'. 1975, after the end of the Vietnam War. Current NewsHomeThailand. »Koh Kra: Hell on Earth. »Songkhla. »Laem Sing.
Refugee Camps
Operation Passage to Freedom: The United States Navy in Vietnam, 1954- 1955, the most detailed scholarly work to date on the American evacuation effort, has labeled the “moral obligation” of the United States government to assist the South Vietnamese government
University of New Orleans ScholarWorks@UNO
Deutsch: Die Operation Passage to Freedom war eine Militäroperation um Vietnamesische Flüchtligen nach dem Ersten Indochina Krieg zu transportieren. English: The Operation Passage to Freedom was a refugee mission after the end of the 1st Indochina War Operation Passage to Freedom 1954–1955 transport of people from North Vietnam to South ...
Category:Operation Passage to Freedom - Wikimedia Commons
To fill in the blanks, I mentioned that I had been in Vietnam when it was French Indochina in 1954 and had been part of a Navy operation bringing refugees from Hanoi to Saigon — a result of The...
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